Do you know why I pulled you over?

In order to further fund your extortion racket?

That's exactly right! Step out of the car.
Governments tell us that we would all be a lot safer without guns.

How about we test that with a “National Police Disarmament Day?”
You initiate conflicts where otherwise no conflict would occur against people who have committed no crime in order to generate revenue while operating under the color of law.
So, if we lie to the government, it's a **felony**.

But if they lie to us it's **politics**.

Bill Murray
following the Nuremberg trials...

but I was just following orders
Memes

The Holocaust was legal
Slavery was legal
Segregation was legal
People who hid Jews in their homes were criminalized
People who freed slaves were criminalized
People who stood up for equality and justice were criminalized

Legality is not a guide for morality!
LOOK, I DON'T MAKE THE LAWS

I JUST ENFORCE THEM
Apartheid was **legal**.
The Holocaust was **legal**.
Slavery was **legal**.
Colonialism was **legal**.
Legality is a matter of **power**, not justice.
In order to protect all chickens against accidents and violence, we legislate that from tomorrow on all chickens must surrender their weapons.

Of course the foxes will be providing security.

www.facebook/DiedLaughing
Memes

i was only following orders
IT DIDN'T HAPPEN

BECAUSE OF THE ACTIONS OF ONE MAN

IT HAPPENED BECAUSE OF PEOPLE WHO WERE 'JUST DOING THEIR JOBS'
125 YEARS AGO, YOU DIDN'T HAVE TO ASK PERMISSION FROM THE GOVERNMENT TO:

- Collect rain water
- Go fishing
- Own a property
- Start a business
- Build a home
- Get married
- Hunt
- Own a weapon
- Cut hair
- Sell a product
- Protest
- Sell food

You can do virtually nothing without being extorted by government and obtaining their permission first. If you still think you're free, you're deluding yourself. You are just a free-range human living on a tax farm.
Never forget that everything Hitler did in Germany was legal.

- Martin Luther King, Jr.
Here, you can have my gun, but you have to promise me that if you ever become a fascist dictator, you'll give it right back so I can resist you, okay?

Of course!
Memes

I'm writing you a ticket for a seat belt violation.

What's the purpose of a seat belt law, officer?

It's for your safety.

What happens if I ignore the ticket & refuse to pay?

A bench warrant will be issued for your arrest.

If I resist, being arrested, what will happen?

I will use violence on you until you submit & comply.

If I pull a gun to defend myself as you assault me?

I'll shoot you with my gun.

What's the purpose of this seatbelt law again?

Every traffic stop is just a robbery at gunpoint!
WE INVESTIGATED OURSELVES
AND CLEARED OURSELVES OF ANY
WRONG DOING
Memes

You can't build a house without the government's permission.
You can't eat food without the government's permission.
You can't drive a car without the government's permission.
You can't own a gun without the government's permission.
You can't go fishing without the government's permission.
You can't get married without the government's permission.
You can't work without the government's permission.
You can't leave the country without the government's permission.
You can't start a business without the government's permission.
You can't fly on a commercial plane without the government's permission.
You can't take drugs without the government's permission.

WE'RE FROM THE GOVERNMENT WITH AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE.
We Investigated Ourselves...

And Found Nothing Outside of Normal Police Procedure!
When exposing a crime is treated as committing a crime, you are ruled by criminals.